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ABSTRACT
In the last decades, development turned from monolithic software products towards more flexible software components that can be provided on world-wide markets in form of services. Customers request such services or compositions of several services. However, in many cases, discovering the best services to address a given request is a tough challenge and requires expressive, gradual matching results, considering different aspects of a service description, e.g., inputs/outputs, protocols, or quality properties. Furthermore, in situations in which no service exactly satisfies the request, approximate matching which can deal with a certain amount of fuzziness becomes necessary. There is a wealth of service matching approaches, but it is not clear whether there is a comprehensive, fuzzy matching approach which addresses all these challenges. Although there are a few service matching surveys, none of them is able to answer this question. In this paper, we perform a systematic literature review of 35 (out of 504) service matching approaches which consider fuzzy matching. Based on this survey, we propose a classification, discuss how different matching approaches can be combined into a comprehensive matching method, and identify future research challenges.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The increasing complexity of software systems is a known problem in software engineering [40]. Therefore, in the last decades, development turned from monolithic software products towards more flexible, component-based and service-oriented solutions. For example, in paradigms like Service-Oriented Computing or On-The-Fly (OTF) Computing [54], software components are readily deployed for use by third parties and can be provided in form of services on world-wide markets (Software-as-a-Service) and customers request these services or service compositions. In OTF Computing these markets are assumed to be large, dynamic and heterogeneous, serving many different domains.

However, assuming that the variety of provided services that are candidates to fulfill a requirement, it is not only necessary to match services, but also to find the most appropriate one. This can be accomplished by ranking the service candidates regarding their suitability [51]. Such a ranking requires matching approaches to determine how much a service matches the request instead of just returning “does match” or “does not match”. Thus, matching approaches have to be capable of fuzzy matching, i.e., determining approximate matches which can slightly deviate from an exact match, and to quantify this deviation. Such deviations can have different reasons, e.g., imprecise descriptions of the request or the service.

Nowadays, there is a wealth of different service matching approaches which offer a large bandwidth of matching functionality. Especially the extent to which fuzzy matching is supported varies. However, due to the huge number of matching approaches, it is unclear whether an adequate fuzzy matching approach, that satisfies certain requirements, exist. In our paper, we are especially interested in requirements derived from OTF Computing.

The few existing surveys in the area of service matching are not sufficient to answer this question because they are limited to certain types of matching approaches (e.g., semantic web service matching) and do not cover the OTF Computing requirements. Especially, they do not explicitly address fuzziness.

In this paper, we survey available service matching approaches with respect to the requirements of OTF Computing. Therefore, we perform a systematic literature review of 35 (out of 504) service matching approaches that consider – at least to a certain extent – fuzzy matching. According
to the challenges mentioned above, the literature review is
driven by three main research questions:

Q1 To which extent is fuzzy matching considered in current
service matching approaches?

Q2 Are there service matching approaches that, in addition
to fuzzy matching, satisfy all requirements of On-The-
Fly Computing?

Q3 If the answer to Q2 is “no”: what is missing in order to
meet these requirements? Which challenges should be
addressed in future research?

Based on this review, we propose a classification and discuss
existing matching approaches regarding these questions.

In the next section, we introduce our definition of service
matching and describe the requirements OTF Computing
has for service matching approaches. Section 3 illustrates
the procedure we used to conduct the survey. The classifi-
cation of the selected approaches is presented in Section 4
and discussed in Section 5. Section 6 deals with related
work. The paper is concluded in Section 7.

2. MATCHING REQUIREMENTS

In this paper, we define service matching as follows: Ser-
vice matching compares the specification of a service request
to the specification of a provided service in order to deter-
mine their interoperability. This is done by checking differ-
cent matching conditions based on different kinds of available
information, which we call aspects. For example, for the
aspect “inputs/outputs”, one condition for each input and one
condition for each output could be checked. Service requests
can either stem from service discovery (i.e., the user requests
a specific service) or from service composition (i.e., the ser-
vice is requested by a human or composition algorithm in
order to be incorporated into a composite service). However
in both use cases, service discovery and service composition,
the requests are similar and thus, they can be reduced to
the same matching problem.

According to the OTF Computing vision described above,
results of matching approaches in the context of On-The-Fly
Computing underly several requirements:

R0: Automation OTF Computing tries to minimize hu-
man interaction in service discovery and composition.
This implies that service matching approaches are re-
quired to be as automated as possible.

R1: Structured Specifications In order to automatically
compose two services, some essential information about
the structure and semantics of their interfaces has to be
taken into account. Structured specifications explicitly allow for accessing different aspects, like input and
output types in a machine-readable form. Therefore, a
matching approach has to be able to match structured
specifications. In contrast, matching approaches work-
ing with unstructured specifications, e.g., plain text,
simple lists of keywords, or logical formulas without
further classification, are not useful in OTF Comput-
ing.

R2: Comprehensiveness The matching of structural as-
pects, e.g., datatypes of inputs and outputs, is not
sufficient to achieve reliable matching results. The be-
behavior of a service also has to be taken into account.
Thus, many matching approaches consider aspects like
ontologies, pre- and postconditions, and protocols, de-
scribing different details of a service. Furthermore,
quality of service (QoS) becomes more and more rele-
vant and needs to be matched as well. Therefore, in
OTF Computing, we aim at using a matching approach
that matches comprehensive service specifications de-
scribing as many aspects as possible.

R3: Efficiency Efficiency is an important issue in match-
ing, especially in large-scale environments [1]. Since
OTF Computing deals with world-wide, dynamic mar-
kets, efficiency is an important requirement for match-
ing approaches to be applied in OTF Computing.

R4: Fuzzy Matching In order to select the best service
from a set of potentially matching services, matches
need to be ranked, i.e., gradual matching results have
to be determined. This requires a matching approach
to not only determine exact matches, but also situa-
tions, in which services only match to a certain extent,
i.e., fuzzy matching is required. In particular in OTF
Computing, where the dynamic market situation leads
to an uncertain environment, fuzzy matching is essen-
tial.

There are some interdependencies between these require-
ments. While R1 is essential for the fulfillment of R2, R2 and
R3 form a trade-off: On the one hand, a reliable matching
of comprehensive service specifications with a large amount
of different information may impede the decidability and
thereby the efficiency and automation. On the other hand, the
more efficient a matching aims to be, the less information of
the services can be considered. Furthermore, the more fine-
gained matching degrees are to be determined (R4), the
more information (R2) and time (R3) is needed. Trade-offs
like these complicate the fulfillment of all requirements by
one single matching approach.

3. SURVEY PROCEDURE

Driven by the research questions introduced in Section 1,
we chose the following procedure.

We executed our survey according to Kitchenham’s well-
established guidelines for systematic literature reviews in
software engineering [29], aiming to achieve objective, un-
baised, and reproducible results. The literature search was
conducted between June 2012 and January 2013 and we used
Google Scholar, ACM, IEEE Xplore, and Science Direct as
search engines.

We performed a keyword-based search in combination with
“snowballing” (i.e., following relevant outgoing references of
the discovered publications). The relevance of a publication
was estimated using different well-defined criteria in differ-
ent steps of the following process:

1. Initial set of service matching publications: First,
we selected publications based on the occurrence of a
combination of defined terms in their title. The term
combination is composed from a set of substantives
denoting entities that can be matched (e.g., “Service”,
“Component”, “Interface”, ...) and a set of terms im-
plying some kind of matching activity (e.g., “Match-
ing”, “Discovery”, “Interoperability”, “Comparison”, ...).
A publication is declared as relevant, if at least one of the terms from both sets appears in the title (e.g., “Service” + “Matching”, “Component” + “Matching”, or “Component” + “Interoperability”). Using this strategy, we selected 504 publications. Due to space restrictions in this paper, the complete list of selected publications, as well as the complete lists of used terms are provided on our website [45].

2. Refined set of fuzzy matching publications: In the next step, we excluded a large part of the initial set of publications based on the following criteria: a) approaches based on unstructured service specifications (R1), b) manual matching approaches (R3), c) approaches that do not support fuzzy matching (R4), and d) approaches that are not related to service matching according to our definition, i.e., false positives with regard to the term-based search used in Step 1 that we manually detected with our own expertise. This analysis has been performed based on the abstracts and author-defined keywords first. After that, we filtered out the remaining publications based on the same criteria but considering the full-text of the papers. Furthermore, publications describing the same approach were grouped in this step. Using this strategy, this resulted in 74 matching approaches which are highlighted with colored rows in the list on our website [45].

To handle this still large set of approaches with regard to space restriction in this paper, we added two further selection criteria:

- Assuming that the considered approaches should be mature and provide an evaluation, we only selected conference papers, journal papers, or book chapters. Thereby, we tried to only select high quality papers and to exclude papers describing approaches in the very early stages of research, e.g., workshop papers.
- To get an overview of the current state of the art, in this paper, we decided to focus on the most recent approaches. Thus, we only selected approaches presented in publications since 2008 and thereby excluded 9 publications.

These decisions lead to a final number of 35 approaches presented in the classification in this paper.

Note that our search strategy obviously may lead to the unwarranted exclusion of relevant papers (false negatives). Especially by excluding publications from before 2008, we may lose some interesting research in the area of software component matching, e.g., the approach presented by Zarembski and Wing [59] which supports “relaxed matching”. However, we expect valuable research results coming from earlier publications to be also reflected in the more recent approaches. We further discuss the conclusion validity in Section 7.

4. CLASSIFICATION

We classified the selected fuzzy matching approaches according to different aspects of the services’ specifications that are matched: Ontologies, Input/Outputs, Pre-/Post-conditions, Protocols, and QoS, as depicted in Table 1. This structure reflects our requirement R2 and is based on related classifications [5, 18, 31]. Ontology matching means that ontologies are leveraged for matching. There are different possibilities to use ontologies, but typically they represent domain knowledge which can be reused during matching one of the other aspects, e.g., inputs/outputs. Input/Output matching refers to matching the data types the service expects as an input and delivers as an output. Pre- and postcondition matching takes into account further assertions about a service’s functionality. Protocol matching checks the required and provided sequences of incoming and outgoing messages, i.e., service invocations. Unlike the other aspects, QoS matching takes into account non-functional properties of the service, e.g., response time or availability.

With respect to these aspects, we evaluated the approaches using three grades: “+” (matching considers this aspect), “o” (matching partly considers this aspect), “-” (matching does not consider this aspect).

The comparison of the different approaches is complicated because different authors use different terminologies according to the underlying specification languages (shown in the last column of Table 1). In order to allow for a comparison of the approaches, we adjusted the relevant terms. For example, we interpreted “Postconditions”, “Effects”, and “Results” as synonyms and only use the term “Postconditions” from now on.

Some approaches are independent of a concrete specification language and did not mention any specification language in their publications. Thus, there are empty fields in the last column.

In most cases, the matched aspects could be clearly distinguished between not supported (-) and supported (+). There is only one exception: While many approaches use ontologies to leverage domain knowledge, the approach presented by Liu et al. [37] is not explicitly based on an ontology. Instead, they use a web search engine for the same tasks.

5. DISCUSSION

In this section, we discuss our findings in more detail. First, we will discuss the results that evolve from the aspect-based classification. After that, we will analyse how fuzziness is considered. At the end of this section, we summarize the main issues with respect to the research questions and derive future research challenges in service matching.

5.1 Discussion of aspects

As Table 1 illustrates, our selection contains no matching approach that takes all five aspects into account, which answers Q2 because OTF Computing requires a comprehensive matching approach that considers all of these aspects. However, most of the selected fuzzy matching approaches go beyond simple input/output matching and combine it with a matching of one of the other aspects. Protocol matching is rather uncommon in the selected set of approaches. Furthermore, some approaches match QoS properties but for the most part, these approaches only focus on QoS and do not or only occasionally consider functional aspects like inputs and outputs.

Nevertheless, already before selecting approaches for further analysis, the enormous set of existing matching approaches is notable. There are a lot of similar approaches solving the same or comparable problems. Many of these approaches overlap in their contributions. Therefore, it seems
sensible to put more focus on research about how to combine different approaches and how to aggregate their results in order to achieve a more comprehensive approach without “reinventing the wheel”.

Some approaches already go into this direction and aim at extending existing approaches. For example, Bacciu et al. argue that their approach can be adapted to provide fuzzy-valued extensions of non-fuzzy QoS matching methods [2]. Bellur and Vadodaria present a pre- and postconditions matching which is explicitly created to augment existing approaches that only cover matching of inputs and outputs [6]. Furthermore, in the last years, some approaches for “self adaptive” service matching appeared. These approaches use learning techniques in order to discover the most successful way to aggregate the results of several matching algorithms, e.g., [33]. However, they highly depend on an adequate training set given in advance which is not realistic in paradigms that expect very dynamic markets, like OTF Computing. Furthermore, these approaches are limited to adapting the aggregation of results within one aspect and not considering different aspects matched by completely different conditions.

Some approaches consider weights for the different matching results in their aggregation formulas, e.g., [33, 38]. When combining different matching approaches, such a weighting technique could be useful. Weights could either be provided by the requester or by the service specification, or they could be calculated using learning techniques.

However, the aggregation of different results always leads to some loss of information which could be valuable in further processing. For example, some approaches do “composition-oriented matching”: if no exact match is available, service compositions are searched or created, e.g., [11] or [41]. If the matching procedure is part of a complex composition process, it would not only be helpful to know some kind of matching degree (e.g., 80%), but also, to know, which conditions exactly caused such a low final score (e.g., a certain output is missing or one of the required QoS values is not met). Brogi et al. [11] solve this issue in their approach by suggesting additional inputs that are missing to get a full match. Another common use case supported by such results is the generation of adapters [12]. Furthermore, such expressive results are not only interesting for further automated processing, but also for a human requester reconsidering his or her requirements and possibilities.

Gradual results and their causes and consequences are further discussed in the next subsection.

### 5.2 Discussion of fuzziness

While analyzing the selected matching approaches, we paid special attention to how fuzziness occurs in matching (Q1) and how the approaches deal with it, especially in the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: Aspect-based Classification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ontologies</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bacciu et al. [2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beuer et al. [8]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bianchini et al. [10]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brogi et al. [11]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuzzocrea &amp; Fischella [15]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corrales et al. [14, 23, 24]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chabch et al. [13]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D’Mello et al. [16]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fiadéiro et al. [21]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Freza et al. [20]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giunchiglia et al. [22]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hong &amp; Kang et al. [26]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hao et al. [25]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeong et al. [27]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ke &amp; Huang [28]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Klein et al. [30]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Klüsch &amp; Kapahnke [32, 33]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Li et al. [35]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liu et al. [36]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liu [3, 4, 38, 39]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liu et al. [37]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D’Mello et al. [17]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naeem et al. [41]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palmonari et al. [43]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peng et al. [44]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pleadini &amp; Periacci [46]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skoutas et al. [49, 50, 51]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spanoudakis &amp; Zisman [52]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tran et al. [53]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wan [55]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You et al. [56]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yun [57]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zamanifar et al. [58]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhang et al. [60]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
matching results. Table 2 illustrates the comparison in a second, fuzziness-based, classification scheme.

### Matching result degrees.

The first column of Table 2 deals with the result degrees returned by the matching approaches. These degrees denote the final degrees, i.e., the degrees returned by the matching algorithm after termination. Most approaches support continuous values as final matching degrees. These results most often are constituted by aggregating preliminary results for different matching conditions. The approach by Fenza et al. [20] delivers different degrees for the different matching conditions, but it is not documented how the final result is determined. Some approaches do not return values but other kinds of output, e.g., ranked lists [49, 60]. Zhang et al. [60] explicitly discuss that and state that rank positions are better suited than absolute values because (in their approach) the absolute values indicate different features of the services and include different units and range.

In many approaches based on ontologies, gradual results are determined by semantic distances between the concepts the input and output data types refer to. Semantic distances are most often determined based on “kind of” relations in the ontology, i.e., subsumption reasoning. Before aggregating, matching conditions based on subsumption reasoning either result in the common subsumption degrees (exact, plug-in, subsume, fail) (e.g., in [8, 13, 17, 58]) or determine a more expressive score that is able to distinguish between different degrees of subsumption denoting distance of different lengths (e.g., in [38, 50]). Aggregation of such degrees or scores is performed with different strategies, e.g., selecting the minimum value or calculating the arithmetic mean.

The only approach that clearly distinguishes between different groups of matching degrees in the matching result is presented by Tran et al. [53]. Their matching approach returns a match result and a match level. The match result consists of four degrees: Service input fulfillment, request input redundancy, request output fulfillment and service output redundancy. The match level can be either “precise”, “over”, “partial”, or “mismatch”, depending on the match degrees. Using such a structured matching result, they aim at distinguishing between a set of services resulting in the same match level and thereby facilitating the following service selection.

In the following discussion, we will take up the characteristics of matching results with respect to different sources that constitute these results.

### Sources of fuzziness.

An interesting finding is that in the different approaches, matching is confronted with different kinds of fuzziness originating in different sources. In particular, we identified three
different types of fuzziness sources in service matching (second, third, and fourth column in Table 2), explained in the following:

**Incomplete Knowledge**: A basic requirement for a matching approach in the semantic web is the ability to deal with incomplete knowledge [34]. Some matching approaches consider incomplete knowledge in terms of expecting incomplete service specifications provided by the service provider. In addition, a requester could also have incomplete knowledge about the requirements he or she wants to specify.

**Variational Scope**: In situations in which there are few or no perfect matches, the customer may tolerate slight variations from the request. In some cases, a customer’s request even may explicitly specify variation possibilities (“I want either this or that”) or vague, imprecisely defined terms (“The service should be fast”). In addition, requests could intentionally omit some information (“I do not care how expensive the service is”). Furthermore, a service could allow to be used differently, e.g., the signature or the protocol could contain optional parts that are not essential for the service’s main functionality but that simplify or improve its actions.

**Heuristics and Simplifications**: Fuzziness could also result from the underlying algorithms within a matching algorithm itself. Decisions could be made based on heuristics or on simplifications necessary to keep the approach decidable and efficient, e.g., if the expressiveness of the underlying language hinders easy comparison according to the trade-off described in Section 2. The difference between this type of fuzziness and the variational scope is that in the latter case, fuzziness is created intentionally, assuming that the requester tolerates variations. In contrast, heuristics and simplifications in the underlying algorithm induce fuzziness not explicitly having a customer’s request in mind.

Accordingly, fuzziness can be induced by different participants of the scenario: Incomplete knowledge and variational scope come either from the provider or the requester side, and heuristics and simplifications are caused within the matching algorithm itself.

Incomplete knowledge on the provider side can have two different reasons: either the service provider does not (precisely) know some properties of the provided services, e.g., availability [2], or the service provider does not want to expose certain information, as in [55]. Naem et al. [41] assume incomplete knowledge on the requester side about the data and resources that may be required to satisfy the requester’s needs. This problem occurs because the underlying specification language aims at representing very detailed, fine-grained specifications of a service’s functionality. From this we derive that, the more fine-grained the service specifications are required to be, the more knowledge is needed from both provider and requester and the more relevant becomes the problem of incomplete knowledge.

However, most approaches do not explicitly consider the case of incomplete knowledge in their matching algorithms. Nevertheless, returning gradual results might implicitly already support this case to some extent because if some information is missing in a service description, this service would not be refused. Instead it would only receive a lower degree. Nevertheless, the requester could not distinguish between the two different reasons of low matching degrees: a) degrees caused in some failed matching conditions because of not matching service properties and b) degrees caused in some failed matching conditions because the required information for a successful match was not available.

However, most often, fuzziness is induced by assuming the requester tolerates variational scope. The reason might be that the requester's requirements are most often imprecise or imprecisely defined. Accordingly, the matching result typically shows how much a service satisfies the request.

However, there are also some exceptions. For example in [25], Hao et al. define a notion of “service importance” stating how often this service is used by other services in service compositions. For the final ranking, this service importance value is aggregated with a value that denotes how much the service fits the request.

Variational scope is - especially for QoS properties - often given by the presence of imprecise terms in either service specifications or requests, e.g., [2, 26, 36, 44, 55]. Lin et al. [36] explicitly discuss the challenge of allowing such imprecise terms in requests and service specifications. Service providers and service requesters might have different opinions on certain fuzzy terms. For example, a service might by “very fast” in the view of a service provider, but a service requester could call the same service “a bit slow”. Also different requesters may have different expectations of different QoS levels and so do different providers. The solution presented by Lin et al. is a “Fuzzy Moderator” that coordinates the expectations from both sides by resolving conflicts using a similarity aggregation measure.

In general, variational scope most often appears in QoS or ontological matching (semantic distances, as explained above). However, there are also examples of such fuzziness in matching approaches that match other aspects. For example, Yun [57] determines “weak equivalence” in process descriptions and thereby calculates matching degrees.

Although so many approaches are designed to allow variational scope by the requester, in most cases this requester cannot explicitly specify this scope, i.e., he or she cannot specify which parts of the request are mandatory and which are preferred but optional. In our selection, only two approaches [43, 52] allow this by distinguishing between “hard constraints” and “soft constraints”.

Furthermore, there are some examples in which fuzziness is not induced by the requester or provider, but by heuristics. Such techniques are most often used in order to simplify the matching, e.g., as presented in [6], because of the underlying satisfiability problem (SAT) which is NP-Complete. Similarly, in the approach presented by Cuzzocrea and Fisichella [15], as well as in the approach by Corrales et al. [14, 23, 24], graph matching is simplified in order to reduce the computational complexity of the maximum common subgraph isomorphism problem which is NP-hard. In both cases, these simplifications are necessary in order to keep the matching efficient (R3). However, the resulting matching degrees do not reflect the extent of fuzziness which occurs due to this simplifications, but only the resulting similarity of the matched services (the second source of fuzziness, allowing variational scope), concealing the uncertainty of these results caused by the simplifications.
sources, we noted that fuzziness most explicitly occurred in QoS matching. For example, HongKang et al. [26] use fuzziness only for QoS matching, not for the other aspects. The reason could be that QoS properties are by nature “increasing” or “decreasing”, as noted by D’Mello et al. [16].

**Underlying calculation concepts.**

An interesting finding is also the variety of underlying calculation concepts as collected in the last column of Table 2. The abbreviations represent the different calculation concepts: SMT = Satisfiability Modulo Theory; GM = Graph Matching; BPGM = Bipartite Graph Matching; FL = Fuzzy Logic / Fuzzy Set Theory; SR = Subsumption Reasoning; LP = Linear Programming.

From our analysis, we noted some common traits: Many fuzzy matching approaches are based on fuzzy logic, or fuzzy set theory respectively (e.g., [2, 3, 4, 36, 39, 55]). Bacci et al. [2] argue that fuzzy sets are suited for the specification of requests (if the service requester specifies preferences, e.g., for QoS), as well as for service specifications provided by the service provider (if the provider cannot give exact numbers, e.g., for the QoS properties like availability). These fuzzy logic computations have the advantage that they are not very expensive in terms of computation complexity (R3).

In contrast, more complex calculations like graph matching, most often require some simplifications in order to keep the matching approach efficient, as explained above.

### 5.3 Identified issues and research challenges

In this section, based on the systematic literature survey, we answer the research questions introduced in Section 1 and present future research challenges.

In our discussion, we derived three sources of fuzziness: Incomplete knowledge, variational scope, and heuristics and simplifications. This answers our research question Q1. Our aspect-based classification showed that in our selection, there is no comprehensive approach that supports matching of all five relevant aspects (R1). Since our selection has been constituted with respect to the other requirements from On-The-Fly Computing (R1, R3, and R4), we conclude that there are no service matching approaches that satisfy all requirements and thereby answer Q2 with “no”. Referring to the aspect-based classification, especially pre- and postconditions, protocols, and QoS properties are rarely matched in combination with each other, which answers Q3. In the following, we use the results from our discussion to derive future research challenges (Q3).

**Combination of existing approaches:** Since we discovered many service matching approaches for the same problems but with different advantages, a promising way to more advanced service matching seems to be the work on how to combine or extend different existing matching approaches. Therewith, more comprehensive approaches (R2) can be achieved.

**Aggregation of different matching results:** Combining multiple different matching approaches or matching conditions within one approach leads to the challenge of how or whether to aggregate the results. Aggregation again forms a trade-off: On the one hand, aggregation conceals important characteristics of a matching result, on the other hand, it abstracts from a maybe large set of details and thereby simplifies further processing or keeps the overview for a human user. Thus, the decision has to be well elaborated depending on the context, e.g., the use case the matching is part of or the characteristics of the service descriptions.

**Expressiveness of matching results:** Just returning gradual results is not sufficient because of three reasons:

- Gradual matching results can be interpreted in different ways, depending on their origin: on the one hand they could reflect the amount of successfully matched conditions, on the other hand, they could also reveal the certainty of the checked conditions, e.g., due to heuristics used for evaluating the matching conditions. For example, there is a difference between: a) “a service matches 50%” and b) “we are 50% sure that a service matches”. However, up to now, final matching results mostly have only reflect to which extent services match by referring to the amount of the matched conditions (as in a). However, since heuristics and simplifications are often required because of the trade-off between the reliability of matching results and the efficiency of a matching algorithm, results should also reflect how reliable a matching is (as in b).

- Having these different possibilities of interpreting gradual results, for each matching approach it has to be clearly defined, how its results are to be interpreted in order to be comprehensible.

- For further processing, it is not only relevant to which extent a service matches, but rather which conditions exactly did not match. Giving additional information about what is missing for a full match supports further processing, like service composition or adapter generation.

These points are not only challenges for future service matching approaches but also newly identified requirements for matching in OTF Computing. However, there is also a downside: When only exact matches are searched, it is possible to refuse a service as soon as one matching condition is not fulfilled, which allows to abort the whole matching process thereby to save time in many cases. However, if gradual results are desired, this is not possible. Even if the first condition has failed, all following conditions could be matched successfully and the service could still achieve a high degree. Thus, the requirement for expressive matching results comes with the disadvantage of impeding the efficiency of the matching and sophisticated solutions to cope with this trade-off have to be found.

**Dealing with incomplete knowledge:** Up to now, there are only few approaches that explicitly deal with incomplete knowledge, although, as we already noted, it is most likely that service descriptions are not complete and important information that would be needed to determine an exact match are missing. Especially in uncertain environments like the semantic web or dynamic service markets in OTF Computing, we can assume that this challenge becomes increasingly relevant. Thus, research in this area is needed in order to get further insights about how to cope with it.
Explicit specification of variations: In order to find the best match that satisfies the requester’s requirements, the requester should be able to explicitly specify which requirements are mandatory and which not. Especially the functional aspects lack of support for such explicit fuzziness in specifications. In QoS matching, few approaches support requester preferences to some extent, but most just deliver some ranking either assuming that the service with the most successfully matched conditions or that the service with the “best” (highest or lowest) quality values satisfies the requester’s preferences best.

Furthermore, the differences in the terminology between the different approaches are notable, especially regarding fuzziness: There are many terms used similarly, like “fuzzy”, “vague”, or “imprecise” (see our website [45] for the complete list of terms we collected during the work on our survey). From this, we conclude that it is most important to clearly define the used “fuzzy” terms in future approaches.

6. RELATED WORK

Until now, there are no surveys or classifications for general service matching approaches. However, there are classifications of related matching approaches: semantic web service matchmakers and schema matching. Furthermore, there are also some partially related publications: a classification of component interoperability errors and surveys about web service composition and discovery. These publications show some similarities to our work but none of them explicitly evaluates the occurrence of fuzziness in service matching. In the following, we discuss the differences in more detail.

Related Matching Classifications.

In contrast to our classification, classifications of semantic web service (SWS) matchmakers are specialized for a special type of the matching approaches, namely approaches that use ontologies to match web services. The newest and most extensive classification has been published by Dong et al. [18] and enhances an earlier SWS classification presented by Klusch [31]. Similar to our classification, Dong et al. evaluate which service information is matched. However, they use the service specification languages the matching approaches are based on (e.g., OWL-S or SAWSDL) as a first-level classification property and put a strong focus on discovery mechanisms and architectures (e.g., centralized vs. decentralized). For our research goals, technical details are of less interest. Instead, we focus on the conceptual side, i.e., the contents to be matched and on the occurrence of fuzziness. Fuzziness is not explicitly considered in [18] or [31], only the approaches’ matching degrees are presented.

Similarly, Bellur et al. [7] present a classification of SWS matchmaker algorithms, not regarding specific matching approaches but the underlying algorithms, e.g., greedy or description logic. In contrast to our paper, they only distinguish between two kinds of information that can be matched: input/output and precondition/effect. The only comparison criteria related to fuzzy matching they used are “ranking of hits” and “soft constraints”. For our research, this is not sufficient because we are interested in more details regarding how fuzziness is caused and how it can be leveraged in order to improve concrete service matching.

Shvaiko and Euzenat [48] classify schema matching approaches. Schema matching approaches are only comparable to service matching to some extent because unlike services specifications, schemas typically only define static structural information which makes the task less complex. Nevertheless, there are some similarities to our work: The classification contains three different matching dimensions: input dimensions, process dimensions, and output dimensions. Since a service matching algorithm takes a service specification as an input, their input dimensions can be compared to our view-based classification. One of the output dimensions is concerned with whether the matching approach delivers gradual results, which is a criterion in our classification, too. The classification of process dimensions distinguishes between approximate and exact computations, similar to our fuzziness-based classification, but it does not take into account their sources.

Classification of Interoperability Errors.

Becker et al. present a classification of software component interoperability errors, i.e., interface mismatches [5]. They introduce different interface level classifications, e.g., an approach proposed by Beugnard et al. [9], in which interface models are classified in four levels: syntactic, behavioral, synchronization, and QoS. The most comprehensive classification Becker et al. present is derived from the Unified Specification of Components (UniSCom) framework [42]. These approaches are a good foundation for classifying service matching approaches. However, in order to answer research questions wrt. fuzziness, such approaches need to be combined with further criteria.

Web Service Composition and Discovery Surveys.

There are several surveys on web service composition and web service discovery. Since we consider service matching as an essential task to be accomplished during both service composition and service discovery, these publications are partially related to our work. However, only some of these surveys explicitly mention service matching. For example, Dustdar and Schreiner [19] classify service composition approaches and summarize that many approaches are based on ontologies and on ontological matching. Küster et al. classify “issues and approaches in automatic service composition” [34]. In their work, service matching is only a marginal issue, but they group some composition algorithms into different ways of “service chaining”, a technique to compose services in chains in a way that their inputs and outputs or their pre- and postconditions match. How these matches are determined is not considered. Rambold et al. [47] survey different service discovery approaches. Regarding service matching, they distinguish between syntactical, semantical, and hybrid approaches. None of these surveys examines fuzziness.

7. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we performed a systematic literature survey of fuzzy service matching approaches. Driven by three research questions, we selected a set of approaches based on the requirements of OTF Computing, proposed a classification, and discussed the results. In particular, we derived three different sources of fuzziness and analysed how they are reflected in matching results (Q1). Furthermore, we dis-
covered that there are no service matching approaches that satisfy all requirements from On-The-Fly Computing (Q2), as there is no comprehensive approach that supports matching of all five relevant aspects. Especially pre- and postconditions, protocols, and QoS properties are rarely matched in combination with each other (Q3). In addition, we identified future research challenges (Q3), e.g., the combination of different matching approaches and the generation of more expressive matching results. According to this, our classification successfully answers our research questions and provides valuable results for future research in the area of service matching. Thus, also paradigms similar to OTF Computing, like service-oriented computing and situational or pervasive computing benefit from our results as they also require adequate service matching approaches.

However, as already noted, the selection criteria for analysed matching approaches had to be strict and we are aware of the fact that some excluded publications might contribute to our research. Nevertheless, based on the lessons learned from our current survey results, we enable the development of an advanced classification in the future, as we are now able to distinguish between different forms of fuzzy matching and their consequences more precisely. Such an advanced classification could be based on improved search criteria and take into account more approaches. We are especially interested in earlier approaches from software component matching in order to learn from a broader area of research.
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